Bangkok’s
“Green Lung”
In a bend of the Chio Pharya
River that looks a lot like a
lung is “Bang Kachao,” more
commonly known among
tourists as the “Green Lung.”
After the looting and destruction of the Siam capitol, Ayutthaya in 1767, the capitol was
moved to the Chao Pharya
River delta, as far from Burma
as possible and barely above
water, a roadless, pure, dense
jungle of numerous, confusing streams and twisting
rivers, selected specifically as
being a place hard to invade.
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Well. of course today Bangkok is
a modern city with loads of roads,
bridges, expressways, skytrain,
subway and bike paths. The sole
remaining vestage of what 18th
century Bangkok used to look like
remains in this loop in the river,
with the city pressing up against it
on all sides.
Of course one can go further south
to see a great deal more of the way
old Bangkok looked but the Green
Lung is right in the heart of the city,
a peep-hole into the past.
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The “Green Lung” preserve, tightly surrounded by
the city is a livng example of how Bangkok looked
in the 18th century. At bottom, center is the ferry
landing.

The Green Lung was actually “saved” in the
1970s after parts of it had already been developed, mainly along the new road. The pristine parts are in green but most of the rest is
heavy jungle and further development has
been haulted as the area is now a national
preserve

The narrow, very old walkways, originally
intended for motorbikes, actually had
no guard rails for many years and before
the construction of the sluce gates, the
canals were full of Nile corocdiles. The
crocks could and did eat anyone who fell
in. Finally after this obviosuly well-fed
monstor (below), who spcialized in eating dogs, was caught, the slucegates were
built with crocodile guards.
There were also loads of large caymans,
which were too small to kill you but could
bite the shit out of you if you sliped off
the walkeay and fell on them.
Finally in the early 1970s the city put in
guard rails, whcih were suitable fo motorbikes but dangerous for bikers as the feet
stick out as you can see.

The Chaio Pharya River was the original expressway of old Thailand and even the King, who lived on the Thornbury Canal side of the
river had to cross the river by royal barge. Today, lightning fast ferrys like the one above strek alon the river, but to cross the river one
must take a small river boat or a barge.

The workhorse of the river, this 60’, 600 H.P. tug can
pull up to eight loaded barges up the Chio Pharya
River against its siff current.

The barge landing pier walkway on the Green Lung side. In the 18th century the advantage of a city built on a delta is that it was not necessary to build roads,
the rivers, streams and canals were the highways of yesteryear. While modern Bangkok is a city of modern transport, it is amazing how extensive is the network of busy canals, full of every sort of traffic.

This is the barge-ferry to the Green lung that runs from 5 a.m.
to 10 p.m. every day.

If one is going to the “Green Lung,” by motorbike, it is much faster to take the ferry rather than drive around the loop in the river,
cross the bridge and cut back

The landing on the Green Lung side. Can be very surgy in windy
weather.

This is the Buddhist temple at the “Green Lung” landing. Note male and female Budhas. Note fanged demons, one with a sword and the other acompanied by
a Naga dragon, copies of those at the Royal Palace.

Getting off last has its advantages
Getting off is always a near-death experience,
but everyone always makes it OK

The “fat Buddha” is Hotai, the Budddha symbolising prosperity and in
the temples for a small fee peope buy
a postage-sized piece of gold, so thin
it floats if dropped and paste it on the
Hotai as a sort of bribe so he favors
them.

Here you see a temple Buddha
festooned with gold patches

Nomally, we bike on wide paths in a
park, that is kind of sculpted, but in
the “Green Lung” the jungle is as it
was in the 18th century, pressing up
against everything.
At first glance the trees and plants
seem individual and distinct but after
a while the jungle seems to become a
single creature, with a life of its own,
its hot, humid , lush breath assaults
you; you are enveloped by it. It coils
and uncoils around you as you bike
down the twisting trails and get a
sense that there are things about it you
will never understand.

The Elephant God
Ganesha, elephant-headed Hindu god
of beginnings, a new venture, a journey,
or a new year, to clear the path ahead of
potential difficulties. Ganesha is traditionally worshipped before any major
enterprise and is the patron of intellectuals, bankers, scribes, and authors. Bizarrely, Ganesha is also symbolized as a
rat, lower left, a remover of obsticales.

A blaze of Boganvillia on a small bridge over
one of the Gresn Lung’s countless streams.

The “Hong Garuda,” a sort of swan or mythical chicken is often found holding street lights
designed to look like a lotus blossom-shaped
bell. When wind sways the bell and causes it
to sound, your prayers are liftend to heaven.
The Hong Garuda also symbolic of victory and
the Muy Thai kick boxing cult often tatoos the
Garuda on their shoulders.

A sacred Banyan tree. While
the Thais are “Thai” Buddhists
there is a co-existing seperate
religion of animism that greatly preceeds the Buddha. There
are spirits of the land and spirits of the air and they were the
original owners of everything.
If one is disturbed they can be
vengful, they can be cunning
and must be placated with
spirit houses you see here,
given offerings every day in
the form of food drink and on
special ocasions whiskey.
Here we see both Buddha
houses and spirit houses and
spirit dieties festooned with
flowers.

The Green Lung
has become popuar
on weekends and a
number of restaurants built on stilts
have popped up.

The old Bangkok is disapparing and that is good. The old city
was, frankly, miserably built with sub-standard materials and it
was easy to bribe the building inspector, who invariably got his
job as a political plum. Fortunately, Bangkok has been better
than most ciites about preserving the best parts of its past.

Certainly among those have been some of the finest buildings, old
temples and, most fortunate of all the Green Lung, that harkens
back to the most searing disaster in the country’s hstory, the sacking of the capitol, Auytthaya in 1763. So we have been priviledged
to get a taste of what the wild, untaimer jungle was like, although
the tigers and crocodiles are gone.

The old parliament house built by
King V, now used for state occasions

The old Royal Palace, built in 1782 King Rama I
was the founder of the Chakri Dynasty, after the
defeat and expulsion of the Burmese. It was the
official residence of the King until 1925.
Kingdom of Siam were under absolute rule of
kings. In 1932 Thailand became a constitutional
monarchy, with a written Constitution.

The prime minister is the head of government and
a hereditary monarch is head of state. The judiciary
is independent of the executive and the legislative
branches. However the king is head of the armed
forces and also retained some traditional powers such
as the power to appoint his heirs, the power to grant
pardons, and the royal assent.

For us, there is the present and the past
but for the Thais the present and the past are two roads that ocupy the same place. They feel comfortable switching between them as their two, simultaneous religions show: they believe in the
well-reasoned words of the Buddha, who claimed he was not a philosopher because he only talked
about stuff that made sense.
At the same time they are animists and spirit worshipers, comfortable with fanged demonds, serpents from the underworld composit animal-humans and spirits of the land and air, who must be
bribed and palcated to avoid their vengence.
But, the Buddha would probably say “they are right,” because the “raft across the river” is supposed
to end on the far shore of contentment. If bribing the spirits with whiskey gets you there, so be it!
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